CORRESPONDING SECRETARY’S REPORT
8/21/20 – 10/28/20

8.24.20  Received from AKC Government Regulations: Updated USDA Compliance Database, Public Search Tool to Launch in September
8.24.20  Received from B. Tolley that Elizabeth Moon has moved back to Washington State and Region 5. Need to know if address has been updated.
8.25.20  Received from AKC: Group Results are In! Virtual Top Dog Best of Group Winners.
8.25.20  Sent to AKC Events – Notice that the Borzoi Club of Greater New York has requested and been given permission from BCOA to hold a show on Sunday, 11.1.20.
8.27.20  Received from AKC: Announcing Our Virtual Top Dog Winners? See who won Best in Show.
8.27.20  Sent to AKC Events – Notice that Borzoi Club of Delaware Valley has requested and been given permission from BCOA to hold a show on Sunday, 11.1.20 in conjunction with the Borzoi Club of Greater New York.
8.27.20  Sent notice to E. Szymanski (Borzoi Club of Delaware Valley) the application submitted to BCOA was approved and filed with AKC Events.
8.29.20  Received notice from S. Smith that my name is replacing K. Mays name on the BTRC Rescue Application
8.31.20  Received from AKC (Dennis Sprung): Updates from the AKC
9.1.20   Received from AKC Shop: September is National Service Dog Month
9.3.20   Received from AKC: AKC Marketplace Survey (survey responded to)
9.4.20   Received from AKC (Dennis Sprung): AKC Update – Information on AKC programs and efforts
9.4.20   Received from AKC: Thank you regarding sample bylaws letter
9.5.20   Sent notice to Know Your DNA (Donna Moore) that BCOA was not interested in adding her company information to the BCOA website at this time.
9.8.20   Received from AKC Government Regulations: Michigan: COVID Liability Bill to be Considered 9.9.20
9.8.20   Sent “Good Sportsman” medal to S. McFadden for disbursement to BCOA member selected: Laurie Courtney
9.11.20  Received from AKC Shop: Give Back to the Canine Health Foundation
9.13.20  Received from AKC Shop: Today is National Pet Memorial Day
9.14.20  Received from AKC Government Regulations: Michigan: COVID Liability Bill Could Be Considered Tomorrow, 9.15.20
9.16.20  Received request from J. Steele for assistance in accessing BCOA website and ballot for voting; information provided.

9.17.20  Received from AKC (Vanessa Skou): Bi-Annual Parent Club Registration Stats Update -2020

9.22.20  Sent to AKC Event Plans: Notice of BCOA board approved TSE (Birmingham KC and Tuscaloosa KC for 4.10.21 and 4.11.21.

9.24.20  Received from AKC Government Regulations: Michigan: Ask the House to Support Ban on Breed Specific Legislation

9.24.20  Shared the “Thank You” card from Molly Forsyth thanking the BCOA for awarding with a scholarship.

9.25.20  Received from Embark (Eleni Krupinski): Educational Content for Your Breed Club; forwarded to BCOA board; no interest

9.27.20  Received from K. Mays – FedEx email regarding BCOC Specialty Application citing L. Scott as chair. Spoke with L. Scott – she is not aware of this application; disregarded as scam mail to K. Mays.

9.28.20  Forwarded BCOA Board approved TSE (Birmingham KC and Tuscaloosa KC), PTSE (Rocky Mountain Borzoi Club), and Regional Specialties (Borzoi Club of Greater New York and Borzoi Club of Delaware Valley) to Helen Lee and Barbara O’Neill.

9.29.20  Received from Showsight Magazine (Samantha Adkins): Offer to showcase our breed; forwarded to BCOA board; no interest

9.29.20  Sent Puppy Referral package to Mary Jenkins, email: jenkins5@aol.com (Texas and nearby States)

9.29.20  Sent Puppy Referral package to Mary Esquivel, email: marvesquill102397@gmail.com (New York and East Coast States)

9.29.20  Sent Puppy Referral package to Stephanie Armenti, email: armentis13@gmail.com (East Coast States)

9.30.20  Sent Puppy Referral package to Kelsey Human, email: kelseyhuman@gmail.com (Florida and nearby States)

10.1.20  Received Puppy Referral package request from Mary Graber and sent reply seeking additional information.

10.1.20  Received from AKC (Dennis Sprung): AKC Noteworthy News – Updates from AKC

10.2.20  Received from AKC: 2021 AKC Lifetime Achievement Awards Nominations – due 11.20.20

10.2.20  Received from AKC Government Regulations: US Congress: Problematic Breeder Mandates Bill Introduced in Senate

10.5.20  Received from AKC: Give Charitably for a Chance to Win Big (California Fire Foundation)

10.10.20  Received Puppy Referral Request from Martha Failing and sent reply seeking additional information.

10.10.20  Received Puppy Referral Request from Bob Mack and sent reply seeking additional information.


10.16.20  Received from AKC Government Regulations: Michigan: COVID Liability Bill Heading to Governor

10.16.20  Received from AKC (Vanessa Gamelin): Request for Parent Club Logo.
10.17.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Olivia Mann, email: olivia.b.mann@gmail.com. (East Coast, Southern and Midwest States)
10.17.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Tasida Kulikowski, email: consensusequus@gmail.com. (North Carolina and nearby States)
10.17.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Lydia LeClerc, email: lydiahuels@aol.com. (Ohio and nearby States)
10.18.20  Received Puppy Referral Request from Marissa Graham and sent reply seeking additional information.
10.19.20  Received confirmation of funds transfer ($20k) from account ending in 852, payable to BCOA (J. Leikam).
10.20.20  Received from AKC (Katherine Brantley): 3rd Quarter Statement (1.1.20 – 9.30.20) BCOA Donor Advised Fund.
10.21.20  Received from AKC (Vanessa Gamelin): Thank you for providing BCOA Parent Club Logo per request and Borzoi Club Mark License Agreement Draft for BCOA Board Approval.
10.22.20  Received from AKC: New AKC Education Webinar – Creating and Revising Breed Standards.
10.22.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Kirsi Driscoll, email: kirsidriscoll@gmail.com. (Utah and nearby States)
10.24.20  Contacted Ruth Fairbanks regarding dues submitted to BCOA (nonmember interested in puppy referral; awaiting response.
10.24.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Martha Failing, email: mfailing@mindspring.com. (Texas and nearby States)
10.24.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Bob Mack, email: rmack0423@comcast.com. (Pennsylvania and nearby States)
10.24.20  Sent Puppy Referral Package to Mary Graber, email: marygraber@zoomtown.com. (Ohio and nearby States)
10.28.20  Sent note to P. Hlatky requesting verbiage change on regional specialty forms regarding mentor request.